OFFERS THE LATEST WIDE-BAND, HIGH-DEFINITION VOICE COMMUNICATIONS

The new Attune HD Drive-Thru Headset System delivers 4 levels of noise-canceling technology to keep the lines of communication crystal clear. Your staff hears customers’ orders—and nothing else.

Combining durability with simplicity and functionality, Attune HD delivers a solution platform that will ensure your business the reliability it needs for many years, at an affordable price.

**Wide-Band**
4 levels of digital noise reduction (DNR) to cancel ambient noise

**Electronic Microphone**
Captures very subtle sounds, including all facets of human voice

**Remote Connect**
Troubleshoot issues and adjust settings from the corporate office to the individual stores.

**Ergonomic & Sanitary Design**
Weighing less than 100g with sanitary rubber pads, not foam

**Regional Manager Headset**
A single headset can be registered up to 32 different stores

**Organized Operation Tags**
Colored tags distinguish each unit by drive-thru lane

**Panasonic Battery**
Long-lasting reliability from the industry leader
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BENEFITS THE ENTIRE TEAM

• Obtain order accuracy, minimize miscommunications, and improve speed of service.

• Reduce onsite and travel costs by technicians with the extended capability to remote connect to the center module.

• With precise conversations with your customer, reduce waste and increase customer satisfaction and retention by making sure each order is right the first time.

• The Regional Manager Headset feature allows management to make proactive decisions and quickly address quality of crew member to customer interactions.

SIMPLE AND EASY TO USE

Built to work seamlessly with your drive-thru operation, with just four buttons. Communication is simple and easy with one button to talk, one button to change volume, one button to page and only one button to change lanes to a second, optional lane.

Our headsets feature digital noise cancellation in a sleek and durable headset. The raised and tactile buttons make it easy to choose the button and feel the proper click to confirm the selection.

Environmentally conscious wireless headset system allows sound transmission levels to utilize less power.